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SYSTEM, METHOD AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
PRODUCT FOR GENERATING A SHADER PROGRAM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to computer graphics, and more particularly to shading operations within a graphics pipeline.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Rendering and displaying 3-D graphics typically involves many calculations and computations. For example, to render a 3-D object, a set of coordinate points or vertices that define the object to be rendered must be formed. Vertices can be joined to form polygons that define the surface of the object to be rendered and displayed. Once the vertices that define an object are formed, the vertices must be transformed from an object or model frame of reference to a world frame of reference and finally to 2-D coordinates that can be displayed on a flat display device, such as a monitor. Along the way, vertices may be rotated, scaled, eliminated or clipped because they fall outside of a viewable area, lit by various lighting schemes and sources, colorized, and so forth. The processes involved in rendering and displaying a 3-D object can be computationally intensive and may involve a large number of vertices.

To create a 3-D computer graphical representation, the first step is to represent the objects to be depicted as mathematical models within the computer. 3-D models are made up of geometric points within a coordinate system consisting of an x, y and z axis; these axes correspond to width, height, and depth respectively. Objects are defined by a series of points, called vertices. The location of a point, or vertex, is defined by its x, y and z coordinates. When three or more of these points are connected, a polygon is formed. The simplest polygon is a triangle.
3-D shapes are created by connecting a number of 2-D polygons. Curved surfaces are represented by connecting many small polygons. The view of a 3-D shape composed of polygon outlines is called a wire frame view. In sum, the computer creates 3-D objects by connecting a number of 2-D polygons. Before the 3-D object is ultimately rendered on a 2-D display screen, however, the data of sophisticated graphics objects undergoes many different mathematical transformations that implicate considerably specialized equations and processing unique to 3-D representation.

For a long time now, 3-D rendering systems have been able to describe the "appearance" of objects according to parameters. These and later methods provide for the parameterization of the perceived color of an object based on the position and orientation of its surface and the light sources illuminating it. In so doing, the appearance of the object is calculated therefrom. Parameters further include values such as diffuse color, the specular reflection coefficient, the specular color, the reflectivity, and the transparency of the material of the object. Such parameters are globally referred to as the shading parameters of the object.

Early systems could only ascribe a single value to shading parameters and hence they remained constant and uniform across the entire surface of the object. Later systems allowed for the use of non-uniform parameters (transparency for instance) which might have different values over different parts of the object. Two prominent and distinct techniques have been used to describe the values taken by these non-uniform parameters on the various parts of the object's surface: procedural shading and texture mapping. Texture mapping is pixel based and resolution dependent.

Procedural shading describes the appearance of a material at any point of a 1-D, 2-D or 3-D space by defining a function (often called the procedural shader) in this space into shading parameter space. The object is "immersed" in the original 1-
D, 2-D or 3-D space and the values of the shading parameters at a given point of the surface of the object are defined as a result of the procedural shading function at this point. For instance, procedural shaders that approximate appearance of wood, marble or other natural materials have been developed and can be found in the literature.
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The rendering of graphics data in a computer system is a collection of resource intensive processes. The process of shading i.e., the process of performing complex techniques upon set(s) of specialized graphics data structures, used to determine values for certain primitives, such as color, etc. associated with the graphics data structures, exemplifies such a computation intensive and complex process. For each application developer to design these shading techniques for each program developed and/or to design each program for potentially varying third party graphics hardware would be a Herculean task, and would produce much inconsistency.
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Consequently, generally the process of shading has been normalized to some degree. By passing source code designed to work with a shader into an application, a shader becomes an object that the application may create/utilize in order to facilitate the efficient drawing of complex video graphics. Vertex shaders and pixel shaders are examples of such shaders.
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Prior to their current implementation in specialized hardware chips, vertex and pixel shaders were sometimes implemented wholly or mostly as software code, and sometimes implemented as a combination of more rigid pieces of hardware with software for controlling the hardware. These implementations frequently contained a CPU or emulated the existence of one using the system's CPU. For example, the hardware implementations directly integrated a CPU chip into their design to perform the processing functionality required of shading tasks. While a CPU adds a lot of flexibility to the shading process because of the range of functionality that a standard processing chip offers, the incorporation of a CPU adds overhead to the
specialized shading process. Without today's hardware state of the art, however, there was little choice.

Today, though, existing advances in hardware technology have facilitated the ability to move functionality previously implemented in software into specialized hardware. As a result, today's pixel and vertex shaders are implemented as specialized and programmable hardware chips.

Unfortunately, programming such new vertex and pixel engines necessitates a meld of art and code resources never before required. Several digital content creation (DCC) applications have done an admirable job of supporting vertex and pixel shaders as far as they go, but it is not obvious how to allow artists to play with various shading options without having them become full-fledged shader programmers.
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

A method and computer program product are provided for generating a shader program. Initially, a file associated with a graphics effect is selected. Such file is then read and processed. A shader program is subsequently generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object. Thus, a shader program may be correctly applied to an object for display or other purposes.

In one embodiment, the file may be selected from a library of files each associated with a unique graphics effect. Further, the file may include interface data capable of being processed to generate the shader program for different graphics application program interfaces. In a similar manner, the file may include implementation data capable of being processed to generate the shader program for different hardware graphics pipeline platforms. Thus, the file may be processed in a way to generate shader programs for working in conjunction with various different graphics application program interfaces (i.e. OpenGL®, Direct 3D™, etc.), and a variety of platforms (i.e. hardware graphics chips manufactured by different companies).

In another embodiment, the file may be written in an extensible markup language (XML). Moreover, the file may include a text file. Still yet, the selecting, reading, processing, and generating may be carried out utilizing an interface [i.e. Component Object Model (COM)], plug-in, etc.

As an option, the file may take the form of a data structure having a textual descriptive object for identifying a graphics effect associated with the file. Further provided may be a requirements object for identifying requirements necessary to generate the shader program.
Thus, the file may include requirements, with the shader program being generated based on the requirements. In general, the requirements may include a default set of requirements, which may be optionally custom tailored. Optionally, the requirements may include a call back function.

The file may further include a plurality of shader code segments capable of executing the graphics effect in a plurality of operating environments (i.e. platform implementation, interface, etc.). Such shader code segments may be organized in terms of the different operating environments. Thus, the present embodiment may optionally be used as a reference for obtaining desired shader code segments.

During operation of one particular embodiment, the processing may include initializing an interface. Such processing may further include registering custom types and/or custom functions. Thus, the shader program may be generated based on the registered custom types and/or custom functions. By this feature, the present embodiment allows a user to customize the resulting shader program.

Still yet, the processing may include setting up a plurality of objects, selecting one of the objects, selecting one of a plurality of graphics effects, selecting a render pass, setting up the render pass, and drawing the object with the selected graphics effect. As an option, the render pass may be set up by pointing to parameters so that the shader program may be generated based on the parameters. Further, the object may be drawn with the selected graphics effect utilizing attributes supplied by an application.

During a rendering pass, it may be determined whether more render passes exist, and another render pass selected if more render passes exist. Further, it may be determined whether more objects exist, and another object selected if more objects exist. Still yet, it may be determined whether more graphics effects exist, and another graphics effect selected if more graphics effects exist.
One exemplary system that may be used to carry the foregoing functionality may include an interface and an application program for working in conjunction to process a file. Thus, the shader program is generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to the object.

As mentioned earlier, the processing includes setting up a plurality of objects. From the perspective of the application in the context of the present system embodiment, this may be accomplished by selecting a file associated with a graphics effect, selecting a graphics application program interface, and receiving implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms based on the selection. Next, parameters are received based on the implementation data. Further, it may be decided which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based at least in part on the parameters. By this design, the shader program is generated for use with the appropriate hardware graphics pipeline platform.

As an option, the decision as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms is to be used may be based on whether the parameters are capable of being supplied. Still yet, the decision as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms may be used is based on whether the parameters are understood (i.e., able to be correctly interpreted) by the application. Once such decisions have been made, attributes of an object are mapped to the parameters.

From the perspective of the interface in the context of the present system embodiment, the objects are set up by generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms. Parameters are then generated based on the implementation data. Still yet, the interface works in conjunction with the application to decide as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on the parameters.
Optionally, the implementation data may be generated by determining whether the different hardware graphics pipeline platforms meet a plurality of requirements. Moreover, the implementation data may be further generated by sorting the different hardware graphics pipeline platforms that meet the requirements.

 Associated with the foregoing framework is a computer-implemented method for generating a license agreement. Initially, a license agreement stored in memory is identified. Next, files associated with the license agreement are identified. It is then determined as to whether one or more files are not distributable. If it is determined that one or more files are not distributable, a non-disclosure term is included in the license agreement.

 Another computer implemented method is provided for determining whether a file is distributable. Such method may include identifying a file stored in memory, determining whether the file is distributable, and simply indicating whether the file is distributable.

 In order to allow a user to visually experiment and use the shader program, an optional graphical user interface is provided. In use, the aforementioned graphics effect may be displayed utilizing such graphical user interface. Further, the graphics effect may be capable of being altered by a user utilizing the graphical user interface. In particular, the graphics effect may be capable of being altered by altering parameters, and the shader program may be generated based on the altered parameters. Such parameters may altered by tweaking the aforementioned file.

 Another graphical user interface may also be provided in which a plurality of graphics effects are displayed for allowing a user to select one graphics effect. Such selected graphics effect is then displayed as applied to an object using a file. Further, the file is modified based on user input and the file is processed. Thus, the shader program may be generated based on the processing of the file.
As a further option, the interface may be capable of generating primitives. Further, the file may include a syntax including a name, a type and a content. Still yet, the file may be capable of referencing both compiled and un-compiled code.

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon reading the following detailed description and studying the various figures of the drawings.
Brief Description of the Drawings

The foregoing and other aspects and advantages are better understood from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the invention with reference to the drawings, in which:

Figure 1A is a block diagram of a digital processing system, in accordance with one embodiment.

Figure 1A-1 illustrates a more detailed diagram showing the internal structure of one exemplary embodiment of the hardware graphics pipeline of Figure 1A.

Figure 1A-2 illustrates an exemplary file that may be used to generate a shader program, in accordance with one embodiment.

Figures 1B and 1C each illustrate a method for generating a shader program, in accordance with one embodiment.

Figure 2 illustrates an “effect binding” method by which objects are set up in accordance with operation 1080 of Figures 1B and 1C.

Figure 3 illustrates a method for generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms, in accordance with operation 212 of Figure 2.

Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary method by which it may be decided which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use, in accordance with operation 218 of Figure 2.
Figure 5 illustrates a business method associated with the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Figure 1A is a block diagram of a digital processing system, in accordance with one embodiment. With reference to Figure 1A, a computer graphics system is provided that may be implemented using a computer 10. The computer 10 includes one or more processors, such as processor 11, which is connected to a communication bus 12. The bus 12 can be implemented with one or more integrated circuits, and perform some logic functions; for example, a typical personal computer includes chips known as north bridge and south bridge chips. The computer 10 also includes a main memory 14. Control logic (software) and data are stored in the main memory 14 which may take the form of random access memory (RAM). The computer also includes a hardware graphics pipeline 18 and a display 20, i.e. a computer monitor.

The computer 10 may also include a secondary storage 16. The secondary storage 16 includes, for example, a hard disk drive and/or a removable storage drive, representing a floppy disk drive, a magnetic tape drive, a compact disk drive, etc. The removable storage drive reads from and/or writes to a removable storage unit in a well known manner. Computer programs, or computer control logic algorithms, are stored in the main memory 14 and/or the secondary storage 16. Such computer programs, when executed, enable the computer 10 to perform various functions. Memory 14 and storage 16 are thus examples of computer-readable media.

In one embodiment, the techniques to be set forth are performed by the hardware graphics pipeline 18 which may take the form of hardware. Such hardware implementation may include a microcontroller or any other type of custom or application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). In yet another embodiment, the method of the present invention may be carried out in part on the processor 11 by way of a computer program stored in the main memory 14 and/or the secondary
storage 16 of the computer 10. One exemplary architecture for the hardware graphics pipeline 18 will be set forth during reference to Figure 1A-1.

Figure 1A-1 illustrates a more detailed diagram showing the internal structure of one exemplary embodiment of the hardware graphics pipeline 18 of Figure 1A. As shown, a geometry stage 151 is provided which transforms primitives into a screen-aligned coordinate system. Other computations may be performed by the geometry stage 151 such as lighting to determine the visual properties (e.g., color, surface normal, texture coordinates) of each vertex describing the primitives.

The transformed vertices form the input for a rasterizer 152. The rasterizer 152 computes a fragment for each pixel covered by each of the primitives. A coverage mask stored with the fragment indicates which portions of the pixel the fragment covers.

Also included is a shader 153 that computes the final fragment, e.g. by applying texture maps or shader programs to the fragment. Such shader programs may be generated in various ways. One system and method for generating the shader programs will be set forth hereinafter in greater detail. It should be noted that in the context of the present description, shader programs may refer to vertex shader programs, pixel shader programs, or any other type of program capable of shading. An optional sample expansion stage 154 generates multiple samples for each fragment.

With continuing reference to Figure 1A-1, after multi-sampling, the individual samples are sent to a raster-processor (ROP) 155 as if they were regular fragments. The raster-processor 155 performs various operations on the fragments, including z/stencil testing and color or alpha blending. This may require the raster-processor 155 to read a frame buffer memory 156 in order to retrieve the destination
Z or the destination color. To this end, the final pixel color and Z are written back to the frame buffer memory 156.

When all primitives in the scene have been rendered in this manner, the contents of the frame buffer memory 156 are scanned out by a video refresh unit 157 and sent to the display 20.

In one embodiment, all of the foregoing components of the graphics system 106 except the frame buffer memory 156 (and possibly other memories, such as texture memory) may be situated on a single semiconductor platform. Of course, the various modules may also be situated separately or in various combinations of semiconductor platforms per the desires of the user.

An interface may be used in conjunction with the various components set forth in Figures 1A and 1A-1. In one embodiment, such interface may include at least in part the Open Graphics Library (OpenGL®), Direct3D™ application program interfaces (APIs), a proprietary application program interface, or the like.

In use, a shader program may be generated for use with the shader 153 of Figure 1A-1. Initially, a single file associated with a graphics effect is a selected. Such file is then read and processed. In the context of the present description, a file may include any type of data structure, stream of data, network connection, etc. capable of communicating information. A shader program is subsequently generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object. More information will now be set forth regarding various exemplary techniques in carrying out such functionality.

Figure 1A-2 illustrates an exemplary file 160 that may be used to generate a shader program, in accordance with one embodiment. It should be noted that the present file 160 may be used to generate a shader program in the context of the foregoing architecture of Figures 1A and 1A-1, or any another architecture desired.
An exemplary file 160 is set forth in Appendix A. The lines in Appendix A are numbered for reference.

In one embodiment, the file 160 may be selected from a library of files each associated with a unique graphics effect. Internally, such libraries may use a particular class. Such class may be a hierarchical database very similar to a file system. It may support links and functions, and allow user-defined types and functions to override and intermix with the pre-existing functions. Other functions may also be involved including volatile functions that have the same structure as a regular function, however, volatile functions are always executed. Additionally, no time is spent checking if parameter dependencies have changed, as in the case of a regular function. Any function called by a volatile function is also treated as volatile for the duration of the function. The class is where files 160 may be stored and accessed at runtime. Further, the class may be dumped to text at any time to facilitate debugging and archiving.

As an option, the class may be compiled in order to make sure that links point to a valid field of the same type, and that functions are well formed. As an option, the function strings may be compiled into an internal byte-code style representation. The class may also support just-in-time compilation, so that if a function is never called, it is never compiled. One may compile sub-trees of the class as needed to ensure links and functions are correct and fully specified.

In another embodiment, the file 160 may be written in an extensible markup language (XML). Moreover, the file 160 may include a text file. The example file 160 shown in Appendix A is in XML.

As an option, the file 160 may include implementation data 161 capable of being processed to generate the shader program for different hardware graphics pipeline platforms. For example, the implementation data 161 may represent a
variety of platforms (i.e. hardware graphics chips manufactured by different graphics companies for various purposes).

Still yet, the file **160** may include interface data **162** capable of being processed to generate the shader program for different graphics application program interfaces. In particular, the file **160** may be processed in a way to generate shader programs for working in conjunction with various different graphics application program interfaces (i.e. OpenGL®, Direct 3D™, etc.). In Appendix A, the tag "<imps>" at line 30 designates implementations, and lines 31 and 378 designate the beginning of DirectX™8 and OpenGL® implementations, respectively.

With continuing reference to **1A-2**, a textual descriptive object **164** may be provided for identifying a graphics effect associated with the file using intuitive text. For example, the graphics effect may include a "shiny" characteristic, as shown in Figure **1A-2**, and at lines 2 and 3 in Appendix A. Of course, any other type of visual effect (i.e. motion blur, etc.) may be described by the textual descriptive object **164**. Ideally, such textual descriptive object **164** allows an intuitive identification of the graphics effect associated with a shader program to be generated.

Further provided is at least one requirements object **166** for identifying requirements necessary to generate the shader program. As shown, various requirements are set forth for each of a plurality of render passes identified by way of pass identifiers **168**. For example, each render pass may have different required textures, render states, multi-pass effects, and sources of L-vectors, as well as tangent space requirements, texture type requirements, or any other type of capability required to display a shader program correctly. Optionally, the requirements may even include a call back function.

In Appendix A, the requirements for the DirectX8 are potentially different for the three implementations shown: (1) implementation 1, starting at line 32, has its requirements described in lines 37 through 50; (2) implementation 2, starting at
line 185, has its requirements described in lines 190 through 199; and (3) implementation 3, starting at line 282, has its requirements described in lines 287 through 296. Note that implementations 2 and 3 have the same requirements, but implementation 1 has different requirements.

In general, the requirements may include a default set of requirements, which may be optionally custom tailored. Such tailorable requirements, or "tweakables," represent artist-controllable parameters for shader-specific items. Tweakables are required by a shader program, but are not necessarily exposed through standard tool paths. Shader program authors may decide which parts of the shader program to expose to artist manipulation. Tweakables may refer to any requirement ranging from a transparency factor to an alpha blend factor. Table 1 illustrates exemplary tweakables in the context of the file 160 of Figure 1A-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Appendix A, the tweakables are designated at lines 14 through 29. The tweakables are generally outside the designation of any of the implementations because they generally apply to all the implementations. In this example, a minimum value (lines 22 and 23), a maximum value (lines 24 and 25), and a step size (lines 26 and 27) are included.
Further provided with the file 160 is a plurality of shader code segments 170 capable of executing the graphics effect in a plurality of operating environments. As shown, such shader code segments 170 include a syntax including a name, a type and a content. Still yet, the file may be capable of referencing both compiled and un-compiled shader program code.

As shown in Figure 1A-2, the shader code segments 170 may be organized in terms of the different operating environments. Thus, the present embodiment may optionally be used as a reference for obtaining desired shader code segments 170.

In Appendix A, an example of shader code is shown at lines 60 through 88.

Table 2 illustrates a summary of various elements of an exemplary shader implementation in Direct3D® 8.

Table 2

1. Preamble/declaration: These elements provide a priority for a particular implementation/interface, and a string description of the implementation/interface.

2. Requirements: These specify the various requirements for the implementation/interface to run correctly. In particular, they include the Dx8 caps that are required for the shader. All requirements evaluate to type 'bool'.

3. Texture handles: These refer to texture handles that are created either from data in texture files (i.e. png, dds, tga, etc.) or generated textures such as normalization cube maps. The handles can be referenced in subsequent sections of the file, and are independent of the render pass or texture unit.

4. Vertex shader & Pixel Shader Handles: These are the dx8-provided handles that are created either compiled shader
strings or from precompiled shader files. The handles can be referenced in subsequent sections of the file, and are independent of the render pass or texture unit. If a user does not want a vertex shader applied, the handle may be set to the FVF code being used. If the user does not specify a pixel shader for a pass, it may be set to zero, thus turning off pixel shading.

5. **Vertex Mapping:** This section is highly recommended and encouraged, but optional. This is where one may specify the meaning of the various vertex attributes, (such as v0, v1, v5) in a shader program. By specifying the mapping and exposing the shader program in string form, an application with a different geometry layout may have the shader program rewritten with the new geometry format.

6. A shader implementation can comprise multiple render passes, each with unique render states, texture stage states, vertex mapping, pixel and vertex shaders.

7. There may be a file that represents the default render and texture stage states for the system. If one does not specify a renderstate or texture stage state in a pass of a shader program, it is reset to the default state in the file. By using the file, one may gain improved interoperability with shader programs that use the same file. If one does not wish to make changes, he or she can do so, but at the cost of having to update shaders to reflect the render state changes.

Table 3 illustrates a summary of various elements of an exemplary shader implementation in OpenGL®.

**Table 3**

1. **Preamble/declaration:** These elements provide a priority for the implementation/interface, and a string description of the implementation/interface.
2. **Requirements**: These specify the various requirements for the implementation/interface to run correctly. In particular, they include the OpenGL® extensions that are required for the shader. If these are not available, the OpenGL implementation may not load the shader program.

3. **Texture handles**: These refer to texture handles that are created either from data in texture files (i.e. png, dds, tga, etc.) or generated textures such as normalization cube maps. The handles can be referenced in subsequent sections of the file, and are independent of the render pass or texture unit.

4. A shader implementation can comprise multiple render passes, each with a unique vertex program, texture shader and register combiner definitions.

Figure 1B illustrates a method 1000 for generating a shader program, in accordance with one embodiment. This method 1000 is generally done under control of an application program that renders an image with one or more three-dimensional objects. While the present method 1000 may be implemented in the context of the framework of the foregoing figures, it may readily be implemented in the context of any desired architecture and data structure. As an option, the various operations may be carried out utilizing an interface [i.e. Component Object Model (COM)], plug-in, etc. Moreover, various steps may be optionally excluded and/or reordered during the course of the processing that is required to generate the shader program.

Initially, in operation 1020, the processing may include initializing an interface. In a preferred embodiment, the interface is an API to the library of effects, and can be implemented as a plug-in. Next, any number of custom types and custom functions are registered in operation 1040. Thus, the shader program may be generated based on the registered custom types and/or custom functions. By this
feature, the present embodiment allows a user to customize the resulting shader program.

Next, one of the objects to be rendered is selected in operation 1060 after which such object is set up in operation 1080. This set up process is carried out for each of a plurality of objects to be rendered, as indicated by decision 1090. Thus, a plurality of objects is set up. This preparation facilitates the generation of the shader program by taking various information relating to the implementation and interface associated with the environment in which the shader program is to be used. More information relating to an exemplary embodiment of such set up operation will be set forth in greater detail during reference to Figures 2 through 4.

With continuing reference to Figure 1B, one of the objects is selected along with one of a plurality of graphics effects, and a render pass. See operations 1100-1140. The selected render pass is then set up in operation 1160 after which the selected object is drawn with the selected graphics effect. See operation 1180. As an option, the render pass may be set up by pointing to parameters. The shader program may then be generated based on the parameters. Further, the object may be drawn with the selected graphics effect utilizing attributes supplied by an application. Parameters that are not passed in during render pass setup 1160 generally use default values supplied in the file 160. The parameters can be supplied in any order, and the use of pointers to the parameters provides a mechanism for parameters to be shared amongst a plurality of objects.

During a rendering pass, it may be determined whether more render passes exist, and another render pass selected if more render passes exist. See decision 1200. Further, it may be determined whether more graphics effects exist, and another graphics effect selected if more graphics effects exist. Note decision 1220. Still yet, it may be determined whether more objects exist, and another object selected if more objects exist, as indicated by decision 1240.
It should be noted that the various operations included in the box 1300 may be carried out in any order. See, for example, Figure 1C. Of course, any feasible permutation of the operations may be employed.

Figure 2 illustrates an "effect binding" method 200 by which objects are set up in accordance with operation 1080 of Figures 1B and 1C. Such method 200 is carried out in the context of an exemplary system including an interface 204 and an application program 202 for working in conjunction to process the file. Thus, the shader program is generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to the object. Of course, the present method 200 may be implemented in the context of any desired system.

As mentioned earlier, the processing includes setting up a plurality of objects. From the perspective of the application program 202 in the context of the present system embodiment, this may be accomplished by selecting a file associated with a desired graphics effect in operation 206. In one embodiment, a .dll file may be used by a tool or graphics engine to read the file.

Next, in operation 208, a graphics application program interface is selected. Thereafter, the interface 204 is called. See operation 210. In response to such call, implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms is received based on the selection of the particular graphics application program interface. In one embodiment, any platform that supports the selected graphics application program interface may be represented by the implementation data.

Next, parameters are requested and received based on the implementation data, as indicated by operation 214. Further, it may be decided which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on the parameters in operation 218. As will soon become apparent, this decision may be made using the application
program 202 in conjunction with the interface 204. More information relating to such decisions will be set forth in greater detail during reference to Figure 4.

From the perspective of the interface 204 in the context of the present system embodiment, the objects are set up by generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms, in response to the call of operation 210. Note operation 212. More information as how this may be accomplished in accordance with one embodiment will be set forth with reference to Figure 3. Parameters are then generated based on the implementation data in operation 216. As mentioned earlier, the interface 204 works in conjunction with the application 202 in operation 218 to decide as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on the parameters.

As an option, the interface 204 may be capable of generating primitives. For example, a sphere may be generated from a point and radius, etc. This can be done by defining a geometry generator (for example, with a tag “<geogenerator>”), which is analogous to the pixel shader (as shown with the tag “<pixelshader>”) or the vertex shader (as shown with the tag <vertexshader>). This primitive generation technique may be useful in many contexts. For example, it may be used when generating grass or other similar objects.

Figure 3 illustrates a method 300 for generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms, in accordance with operation 212 of Figure 2. This method 300 is done within the interface 204. It should be noted that the present method 300 is set forth for illustrative purposes only, and should not be construed as limiting in any manner.

As shown in Figure 3, implementation data is retrieved in operation 302, which, for example, finds all the implementations (inside the designation “<imps>”, shown at line30 in Appendix A) in the file 160. Next, it is determined whether the implementation data meets the requirements outlined under the appropriate graphics
application program interface in the current file. If it is determined in decision 304 that the requirements are met, the implementation data is sorted in a list in operation 306. This may be accomplished using a floating point priority provided by a user. This process is continued for all implementation data associated with the selected graphics application program interface. Note decision 308.

Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary method 400 by which it may be decided which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use, in accordance with operation 218 of Figure 2. Generally, this method 400 is performed by the application 202. Again, it should be noted that the present method 400 is set forth for illustrative purposes only, and should not be construed as limiting in any manner.

Initially, in operation 402, the parameters associated with a particular implementation are identified. This is done by calling the interface and requesting the list of parameters for an implementation. Again, each implementation may correspond with a specific platform (i.e. hardware graphics chips manufactured by different graphics companies).

It is then determined, in decision 404, whether the parameters supplied by the interface are understood by the application (i.e., whether the parameter names can be correctly interpreted by the application). Further, it is determined whether the parameters can be supplied by the application. See decision 406. Both of these decisions must render a positive response if the present implementation is to be utilized by the application program. As an option, the current decisions can be carried out in a place other than the application program.

Next, in operation 408, it is determined whether data is matching. If not, any mismatching data is corrected in operation 407. The correction operation 407 can include, for example, swapping the order of the data and/or making the needed data from existing data. Unlike the previous decisions, the present decision 408 may optionally be carried out by the interface.
The foregoing decisions are made for each of the implementations that are available. See decision 410. Next, graphic effects are assigned to the object in operation 412. Generally, the application selects from the implementations kept in operation 402.

In order to allow a user to visually experiment and use a shader program, an optional graphical user interface is provided. In use, the aforementioned graphics effect may be displayed utilizing a graphical user interface. Further, the graphics effect may be capable of being altered by a user utilizing the graphical user interface. In particular, the graphics effect may be capable of being altered by altering parameters (i.e. tweakables), and the shader program may be generated based on the altered parameters. This may be accomplished by way of a sliders, edit boxes, etc. The parameters may be altered by tweaking the associated file.

Another graphical user interface may also be provided in which a plurality of graphics effects are displayed for allowing a user to select one graphics effect. Such selected graphics effect is then displayed as applied to an object using a file. Further, the file is modified based on user input and the file is processed. Thus, the shader program may be generated based on the processing of the file.

Figure 5 illustrates a business method 500 associated with the present invention. In use, the file (i.e. see Figure 1A-1) may be sold or otherwise distributed by way of a license agreement. The various shader programs or portions thereof in the file may or may not be distributable to the public for one reason or another. The present computer-implemented business method 500 allows the automated generation of a license agreement that takes into consideration whether non-distributable shader programs exist in a particular file to be licensed.

Initially, in operation 502, a license agreement stored in memory is identified. Further, files associated with the license agreement are identified.
It is then determined as to whether one or more of the files are not distributable at least in part. See decision 506. This may be accomplished by specifically tagging non-distributable code, or comparing the contents of the file with a database of known non-distributable code.

If it is determined that one or more files are not distributable in decision 506, a non-disclosure term is included in the license agreement. This non-disclosure term may be of a boilerplate nature and incorporated into the license agreement automatically in any other manner that is well known to those of ordinary skill. See operation 508.

In a simplified associated computer-implemented method, a technique is provided for determining whether a file is distributable. Such method may include identifying a file stored in memory, determining whether the file is distributable, and simply indicating whether the file is distributable.

While various embodiments have been described above, it should be understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of a preferred embodiment should not be limited by any of the above described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the following claims and their equivalents. The order of elements within claims does not indicate any particular order of steps or operations.
APPENDIX A

<depots>
  <description type="string">
    value = "Apply Diffuse Texture and Glossy Reflection" />
  </description>
  <equation type="string">
    value = "object/diffuseTexture" />
</categories>

<shiny type="string">
  value = "Plain" />
</settings>

<shininess type="float">
  value = "0.000000" />
</settings>

</tweaks>

<shininess>
  <description type="string">
    value = "Object Shininess" />
  <element type="float">
    link = "ofs/setting/settings/shininess" />
  </element>
  <gui type="string">
    value = "slider" />
  <min type="float">
    value = "0.000000" />
  <max type="float">
    value = "1.000000" />
  <step type="float">
    value = "0.100000" />
</shininess>

</tweaks>

<priority type="float">
  value = "1.000000" />
</priority>

<description type="string">
  value = "Shiny with Gloss Alpha Channel" />
</requirements>

<toast>
  <description>
    value = "toast" />
  <api>
    function = "GreaterEqual_float( parameters/as/version, float( 8.0 ) )" />
  </api>
  <cacheSupport type="bool">
    function = "GreaterEqual_float( parameters/as/version, float( 8.0 ) )" />
  </cacheSupport>
  <textureSupport type="bool">
    function = "AllSupported( TextureCaps, bitset( TEXTURE_SUPPORT & 0x1 ) )" />
  </textureSupport>
  <vertexShaders type="bool">
    function = "GreaterEqual_float( D3DVertexShaderVersion, float( 1.1 ) )" />
  </vertexShaders>
  <pixelShaders type="bool">
    function = "GreaterEqual_float( D3DPixelShaderVersion, float( 1.1 ) )" />
</requirements>

<pass>
  <count type="uint">
    value = "1" />
  <passRef>

</pass>

</renderstates>

<DIRS_OVERRIDE type="D3D9" value = "D3D9_HOME" />
</renderstates>

<vertexshader>
  <shader type="vertex">
    value = "vs.1.1"
    move ofv, v7
    mul v6, v6.x, v10
    add v4, v6.y, v11, r0
    add v5, v6.z, v12, r0
    add v6, v6.w, v11, r0
  </shader>
</vertexshader>
mul r9.xy, r0.w, c4
mul r9.xy, r0.y, r0, r0
mul r9.xy, r0.x, r0, r0

dpx r5.v, r0.xy, r0.xyz
rpart r5.v, r0.w
mul r9, r0, r0

age r8.v, r0.w, r0.w

mul r1, r0.a, c4
mad r1, r0.y, r0, r1
mad r1, r0.z, r0, r1
mad r1, r0.w, r0, r1

dpx r1.w, r0.xyz, r0.xyz
rpart r1.w, r0.w
mul r1, r0, r1

age r1.w, r0.w, r1.w


dpx r0, r0, r0
mad r0, r0, r0
mul r0.xyz, r0, r0
add r0, r0, r0
age r0.xy, r0.w, r0.w

mov c00, v0
mov c01, v0

<shader type = "vertex" function = "compile_g64_vs( .../shaderv )" />

<equation type = "string"
value = "mul E_OUT3, E_VEC_VECTOR, R_VEC_NORMAL"
add E_OUT3, E_VEC2, R_VEC3

mul E_VEC_NORMAL, R_VEC_NORMAL, E_OUT3
add E_IN, R_VEC_NORMAL, E_VEC_NORMAL

mov 0tu.0, E_VEC_NORMAL

</vertex>

<constants>
<e0 type = "vector"
value = "0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 /
<e1 type = "matrix"
link = "parameters/transforms/mvp" /
<e2 type = "matrix"
function = "Transform( parameters/transforms/world, parameters/transforms/view )" />
</constants>

</vertex shader>

<smooth shader type = "string"
value = "ps1.1"
tex t0
tex t1
tex t2

sub r0, t0, t1
dpx r0, r0, r0

sub r1, t2, t3
dpx r1, r1, r1

sub r0.a, r0.a, r1.a
add ps r0.a, r0.a, c0.a

mov r0.a, r0.a

<shade type = "string"
value = "ps1.1"
tex t0
tex t1

mul r2, r1, r1, 1.0, c0.a

<out shader type = "string"
value = "ps1.1"
tex t0
dpx ps r0, r0, r0

sub ps r1, r0, r0

mad ps r0, c1.a, c1.a

<shader type = "wire"
function = "compile_g64_ws( .../shader )" />

</vertex shader>
```c
  #if type == "vector"
    function = "Construct_vector_floats";
    float[0.11],
    float[0.29],
    Elset[0.]
  /*/  
  #if type == "vec3t"
    function = "Construct_vector_floats";
    float[0.5],
    float[0.],
    float[0.6] */

  </constance>

  </pixelshader>

  </texturesetags>

  </staget>

    </HOSTE_MSMFILTER type = "DISTEXTUREFILTERTYPE"
    value = "DISTORY_LINEAR" />

  </HOSTE_MSMFILTER type = "DISTEXTUREFILTERTYPE"
    value = "DISTORY_LINEAR" />

  </staget>

    </HOSTE_MSMFILTER type = "DISTEXTUREFILTERTYPE"
    value = "DISTORY_LINEAR" />

  </staget>

    </HOSTE_MSMFILTER type = "DISTEXTUREFILTERTYPE"
    value = "DISTORY_LINEAR" />

  </staget>

  </texturesetags>

  </textures>

  #if type == "unit"
    link = "parameters/object/texture/2D/BACKGROUND/handle" />
  #if type == "unit"
    link = "parameters/object/texture/normal/2D/BACKGROUND/handle" />

  </textures>

</pass>

</api>

<ai>

  <priority type = "float"
    value = "0.500000" />

  <description type = "string"
    value = "Shiny with Glass Alpha Channel Fixed Function" />

  <requirements>

    </cs type = "bool"
      function = "GreaterEqual_floats; parameters/cs; version; float[0.0]" />

    <CubeTextureSupport type = "bool"
      function = "Allow(CUBE, textures, bool[DISTEXTUREFLOAT_SHADER])" />

    <api type = "bool"
      function = "GreaterEqual_floats; parameters/api; version; float[0.0]" />

    </TextureSupport type = "bool"
      function = "GreaterEqual_uint(2D, textures, uint[2])" />

  </requirements>

</api>

<pass>

  <passCount type = "uint"
    value = "1" />

</pass>

</renderstates>

  <SHADER_COLLIDE type = "SHADER"
    value = "SHADER_COLLIDE" />

  <SHADER_TEXTUREFILTER type = "uint"
    function = "vectorize_floats; Construct_vectors_flows; float[0.6],
    float[0.0],
    float[0.9],
    stn/eval/settings/shininess " />

</renderstates>

</transform>

  </HOSTE_WORLD type = "matrix1"
    link = "parameters/transform/world" />

  </HOSTE_VIEW type = "matrix1"
    link = "parameters/transform/view" />

  </HOSTE_PROJECTION type = "matrix1"
link = "parameters/transforms/projection" />
  </Matrix>
  </transforms>
  <vertexShader>
  <attribute type="uint">
  link = "parameters/vertexPosition/UV" />
  </vertexShader>
  <fragmentShader>
  <stage>
  <state type="TEXTUREFILTERTYPE">
  value = "DEPTH_LINEAR" />
  <state type="TEXTUREFILTERTYPE">
  value = "DEPTH_LINEAR" />
  <state type="TEXTUREFILTERTYPE">
  value = "DEPTH_LINEAR" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHER_TEXTURE" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHER_TEXTURE" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHER_SELECTA" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHEReselectA" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHER_SELECTA" />
  <state type="DITHER">
  value = "DITHER_SELECTA" />
  </state>
  <state type="DITHER">
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_CURRENT" />
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_CURRENT" />
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_ALPHASELECTA" />
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_ALPHASELECTA" />
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_CURRENT" />
  <attribute type="COLOR">
  value = "COLOR_CURRENT" />
  </state>
  <attribute type="uint">
  link = "parameters/texture/textureEnv\_cube\_REGRESS\_handle" />
  </state>
  </fragmentShader>
  </states>
  <pass>
  <input>
  <priority type="float">
  value = 1.000000
  </priority>
  <description type="string">
  value = "Execute with Gles Alpha Channel Fixed Function" />
  </input>
  <output type="float">
  function = "GreaterEqual_float(parameters/alpha, float(0.01))" />
  </output>
  </pass>
  </impl>
<CubeTextureSupport type="bool" function="AllAsiD.UPG/TextureCmp; bitset( 0x0 );"/>
<api type="bool" function="greaterEqual_float( parameters/api; version; float( 0.0 ) );"/>
<TextureSupport type="bool" function="greaterEqual_units( D3DCAPS_MaxSimultaneousTextures, units( 2 );"/>
</requirements>
<pass>
<passCount type="units" value="1"/>
</pass>
<renderstates>
<SIDE_CULLMODE type="D3DCULL" value="D3DCULL_NONE"/>
<DISTANCE_TRANSLATOR type="units" function="construct_matrix(); float( 0.0 ), float( 1.0 ), float( 0.0 );"
 axh[4]=NULL/valid Units/Minimizes;"/>
</renderstates>
transforms
<MODEL_WORLD type="matrix" link="parameters/transforms/world;"/>
<MODEL_VIEW type="matrix" link="parameters/transforms/view;"/>
<MODEL_PROJECTION type="matrix" link="parameters/transforms/projection;"/>
<MODEL_TEXTURE type="matrix" function="transpose( parameters/transforms/world;"
</transforms>
<vertexshader>
<Handle type="unit" link="parameters/object/vertex/PVF;"/>
</vertexshader>
<texturestages>
<stage>
<GATHER_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
<GATHER_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stage>
</texturestages>
<stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<PRODUCT_INPUT type="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP" value="D3DTT_INPUTCLAMP;"/>
</stages>
<stage>
</textureStage>
</pixelShader>
</pixelShader>
</stage>
 meisures
<cast type = "uint">
<link type = "parameters/object/texture/diffuse_2D/RGB8888B8/handle" />
<cast type = "float">
<link type = "parameters/local/texture/environment/cube/RGB8888B8/handle" />
</measures>
</pass>
</impl>
</ogl>
</impl>
<element name = "priority">
<type = "float">
<value = "1.0000000" />
</element>
<element name = "description">
<type = "string">
<value = "Shiny with Gloss Alpha Channel" />
</element>
<requirements>
<element name = "not">
<type = "bool">
<function = "GreaterEqual<float>(parameters/os/version, float(5.0))" />
</element>
<element name = "not">
<type = "bool">
<function = "GreaterEqual<float>(parameters/api/version, float(1.0))" />
</element>
<element name = "registerCombinerSupport">
<type = "bool">
<function = "RequiredExtensionsCombinersExtension()" />
</element>
<extensions>
<element name = "GL_NV_vertex_program">
<type = "bool">
<function = "InitExtension(string(GL_NV_vertex_program))" />
</element>
<element name = "GL_NV_register_combiners">
<type = "bool">
<function = "InitExtension(string(GL_NV_register_combiners))" />
</element>
<element name = "GL_ARB_texture_compression">
<type = "bool">
<function = "InitExtension(string(GL_ARB_texture_compression))" />
</element>
<element name = "GL_RGB_compression">
<type = "bool">
<function = "InitExtension(string(GL_RGB_compression))" />
</element>
</extensions>
</requirements>
<contextStage>
<handle>
<element name = "name">
<type = "string">
<value = "defaultTex" />
</element>
<element name = "handle">
<type = "uint">
<function = "f32GetTex()" />
</element>
<element name = "data">
<type = "f32TexData">
<function = "LoadTextureDataFromFile(string(losslesspartial.cube), string(rgba))" />
</element>
<element name = "equip">
<type = "bool">
<value = "true" />
</element>
<element name = "target">
<type = "f32_GlsTexTexture">
<value = "GL_TEXTURE_2D" />
</element>
<element name = "internalFormat">
<type = "f32_GlsInternalFormat">
<value = "GL_RGBA" />
</element>
<element name = "externalFormat">
<type = "f32_GlsExternalFormat">
<value = "GL_RGBA" />
</element>
<element name = "dataType">
<type = "f32_GlsData">
<value = "GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE" />
</element>
</handle>
</contextStage>
type = "mfxTextData"
Function = "LoadTextDataFromFile(string(sky_cube_zigzag.dsw), string(mul1))"

<element name = "mipmap"
    type = "bool"
    value = "true" />

<element name = "target"
    type = "float"
    value = "0.0" />

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S"
    type = "int"
    value = "GL_CLAMP_TO_EDGE" />

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T"
    type = "int"
    value = "GL_CLAMP_TO_EDGE" />

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_R"
    type = "int"
    value = "GL_CLAMP_TO_EDGE" />

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_R"/>

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_U"
    type = "int"
    value = "GL_LINEAR" />

<element name = "GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_V"
    type = "int"
    value = "GL_LINEAR" />

</handlable>

</textureHandlable>

<passes>
  <element name = "passCount"
    type = "int"
    value = "1" />

<passes>
  <transform>
    <world type = "matrix" link = "parameters/transform/world" />
    <view type = "matrix" link = "parameters/transform/view" />
    <projection type = "matrix" link = "parameters/transform/projection" />
  </transforms>

<vertexShader>
  <mapping>
    <element name = "v[0](pos)"
      type = "string"
      value = "position" />

    <element name = "v[1](x, y, z)"
      type = "string"
      value = "normal" />

    <element name = "v[2](t)"
      type = "string"
      value = "diffuse" />

    <element name = "v[3](t)"
      type = "string"
      value = "texCoord" />

  </mapping>

  <element name = "shader"
    type = "string"
    value = "v[0](pos) = normalize(normalize(gradient(pos)) * v[0](pos));"
    s = "v[0](pos) = normalize(normalize(gradient(pos)) * v[0](pos));"

  </vertexShader>

  <element name = "handle"
    type = "ogl_vs_handle" function = "compile_ogl_vs_handle(".shader")"/>
<constante>
  <element name="Tcu">
    type = "matrix4x4";
    value = "GL_MODELVIEW_PROJECTION_MATRIX identity 0" />
</constante>
<constante>
  <element name="Tcv">
    type = "matrix4x4";
    value = "GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX.identity 0" />
</constante>
<constante>
  <element name="Tca">
    type = "matrix4x4";
    value = "GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX.inverse_transform 0" />
</constante>
</vertexshader>
<texture>
  <unit>
    <element name="handle">
      type = "string";
      link = "sfx/self/impl/ogl/impl/textrueHandles/handle1/name" /
    </unit>
  </texture>
</constante>
<registercombiner>
  <constante>
    <element name="count">
      type = "vector4";
      function = "Construct_vector_float (float 0.0 ),
      float 0.0 ,
      at::util::settings::shininess 1" />
  </constante>
  <element name="nvparseInlineRegisterCombiner">
    type = "string";
    value = "[1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0]"
    rgb {
      spao = unsigned_inert(tex0.a) * constant;
      scale_by_two;
    }
    rgb {
      discard = unsigned(pare01)*tex1;
      discard = tex1;
      spare0 = sour1;
    }
    out.rgb = spare0; /*
  <element name="handle">
    type = "ogl::tool";
    function = "nvparseInlineRegisterCombiner 0" /
</registercombiner>
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for generating a shader program, comprising:
   selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   reading the file;
   processing the file; and
   generating the shader program based on the processing of the file to apply the
   graphics effect to an object.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is selected from a library
   of files each associated with a unique graphics effect.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a plurality of
   interface data capable of being processed to generate the shader program for
   different graphics application program interfaces.

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a plurality of
   implementation data capable of being processed to generate the shader
   program for different hardware graphics pipeline platforms.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is written in an extensible
   markup language (XML).

6. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a text file.

7. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the selecting, reading, processing,
   and generating are carried out utilizing a plug-in.
8. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the selecting, reading, processing, and generating are carried out utilizing an interface.

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the interface includes a Component Object Model (COM) interface.

10. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the processing includes initializing the interface.

11. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the processing includes registering at least one of custom types and custom functions, the shader program being generated based on the at least one of registered custom types and custom functions.

12. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the processing includes setting up a plurality of objects.

13. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the processing includes selecting one of the objects.

14. The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the processing includes selecting one of a plurality of graphics effects.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein the processing includes selecting a render pass.

16. The method as recited in claim 15, wherein the processing includes setting up the render pass.
17. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein the render pass is set up by pointing to parameters, the shader program being generated based on the parameters.

18. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein the processing includes drawing the object with the selected graphics effect.

19. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the object is drawn with the selected graphics effect utilizing attributes supplied by an application.

20. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more render passes exist, and selecting another render pass if more render passes exist.

21. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more objects exist, and selecting another object if more objects exist.

22. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more graphics effects exist, and selecting another graphics effect if more graphics effects exist.

23. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes requirements, the shader program being generated based on the requirements.

24. The method as recited in claim 23, wherein the requirements include a call back function.

25. The method as recited in claim 23, wherein the requirements include a default set of requirements.
26. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the graphics effect is displayed utilizing a graphical user interface.

27. The method as recited in claim 26, wherein the graphics effect is capable of being altered by a user utilizing the graphical user interface.

28. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein the graphics effect is capable of being altered by altering parameters.

29. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein the shader program is generated based on the altered parameters.

30. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the shader program is capable of being altered by tweaking the file.

31. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the interface is capable of generating primitives.

32. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a syntax including a name, a type and a content.

33. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is capable of referencing both compiled and un-compiled code.

34. A system for generating a shader program, comprising:
   an interface;
   an application program for working in conjunction with the interface to process a file; and
   wherein the shader program is generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object.
35. A system for generating a shader program, comprising:
   means for selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   means for reading the file;
   means for processing the file; and
   means for generating the shader program based on the processing of the file
   to apply the graphics effect to an object.

36. A computer program product for generating a shader program, comprising:
   computer code for selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   computer code for reading the file;
   computer code for processing the file; and
   computer code for generating the shader program based on the processing of
   the file to apply the graphics effect to an object.

37. A data structure stored in memory for generating a shader program,
   comprising:
   a file including:
   a textual descriptive object for identifying a graphics effect associated
   with the file, and
   a requirements object for identifying requirements for the shader
   program necessary to generate the shader program;
   wherein the shader program is capable of being generated based on the
   objects of the file.

38. A method for generating a shader program utilizing an application,
   comprising:
   selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   selecting a graphics application program interface;
   receiving implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware
   graphics pipeline platforms based on the selection;
   receiving parameters based on the implementation data; and
deciding which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on
the parameters;
wherein the shader program is generated for use with the hardware graphics
pipeline platforms.

39. The method as recited in claim 38, wherein the decision as to which of the
hardware graphics pipeline platforms is to be used is based on whether the
parameters are capable of being supplied.

40. The method as recited in claim 38, wherein the decision as to which of the
hardware graphics pipeline platforms is to be used is based on whether the
parameters are understood.

41. The method as recited in claim 38, and further comprising mapping attributes
of an object to the parameters.

42. A method for generating a shader program utilizing an interface, comprising:
generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware
graphics pipeline platforms;
generating parameters based on the implementation data; and
deciding which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on
the parameters;
wherein the shader program is generated for use with the hardware graphics
pipeline platforms.

43. The method as recited in claim 42, wherein the implementation data is
generated by determining whether the different hardware graphics pipeline
platforms meet a plurality of requirements.
44. The method as recited in claim 43, wherein the implementation data is further generated by sorting the different hardware graphics pipeline platforms that meet the requirements.

45. A method for generating a shader program, comprising:
   initializing an interface;
   registering at least one of custom types and custom functions;
   setting up a plurality of objects;
   selecting one of the objects;
   selecting one of a plurality of graphics effects;
   selecting a render pass;
   setting up the render pass by pointing to parameters;
   drawing the object with the selected graphics effect;
   determining whether more render passes exist;
   selecting another render pass if more render passes exist;
   determining whether more graphics effects exist;
   selecting another graphics effect if more graphics effects exist;
   determining whether more objects exist; and
   selecting another object if more objects exist.

46. A computer implemented method for determining whether a file is distributable, comprising:
   identifying a file stored in memory;
   determining whether the file is distributable; and
   indicating whether the file is distributable.

47. A data structure stored in memory for identifying a shader program,
   comprising:
   a file including:
   a textual descriptive object for identifying a graphics effect associated
   with the file, and
a plurality of shader code segments capable of executing the graphics
effect in a plurality of operating environments;
wherein the shader code segments are organized in terms of the different
operating environments.

48. A method for generating a shader program using a graphical user interface,
comprising:
   displaying a plurality of graphics effects for allowing a user to select one
graphics effect;
   displaying the selected graphics effect as applied to an object using a file;
   modifying the file based on user input;
   processing the file; and
   generating a shader program based on the processing of the file.
AMENDED CLAIMS

[received by the International Bureau on 23 April 2003 (23.04.03).
original claim 24 cancelled, remaining claims renumbered claims 1-47)];

What is claimed is:

1. A method for generating a shader program, comprising:
   selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   reading the file;
   processing the file; and
   generating the shader program based on the processing of the file to apply
the graphics effect to an object.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is selected from a library
   of files each associated with a unique graphics effect.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a plurality of
   interface data capable of being processed to generate the shader program for
   different graphics application program interfaces.

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a plurality of
   implementation data capable of being processed to generate the shader program for
   different hardware graphics pipeline platforms.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is written in an extensible
   markup language (XML).

6. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a text file.
7. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the selecting, reading, processing, and generating are carried out utilizing a plug-in.

8. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the selecting, reading, processing, and generating are carried out utilizing an interface.

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the interface includes a Component Object Model (COM) interface.

10. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the processing includes initializing the interface.

11. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the processing includes registering at least one of custom types and custom functions, the shader program being generated based on the at least one of registered custom types and custom functions.

12. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the processing includes setting up a plurality of objects.

13. The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the processing includes selecting one of the objects.

14. The method as recited in claim 13, wherein the processing includes selecting one of a plurality of graphics effects.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, wherein the processing includes selecting a render pass.
16. The method as recited in claim 15, wherein the processing includes setting up the render pass.

17. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein the render pass is set up by pointing to parameters, the shader program being generated based on the parameters.

18. The method as recited in claim 16, wherein the processing includes drawing the object with the selected graphics effect.

19. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the object is drawn with the selected graphics effect utilizing attributes supplied by an application.

20. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more render passes exist, and selecting another render pass if more render passes exist.

21. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more objects exist, and selecting another object if more objects exist.

22. The method as recited in claim 18, wherein the processing includes determining whether more graphics effects exist, and selecting another graphics effect if more graphics effects exist.

23. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes requirements, the shader program being generated based on the requirements.

24. The method as recited in claim 23, wherein the requirements include a default set of requirements.
25. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the graphics effect is displayed utilizing a graphical user interface.

26. The method as recited in claim 25, wherein the graphics effect is capable of being altered by a user utilizing the graphical user interface.

27. The method as recited in claim 26, wherein the graphics effect is capable of being altered by altering parameters.

28. The method as recited in claim 27, wherein the shader program is generated based on the altered parameters.

29. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the shader program is capable of being altered by tweaking the file.

30. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein the interface is capable of generating primitives.

31. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file includes a syntax including a name, a type and a content.

32. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the file is capable of referencing both compiled and un-compiled code.

33. A system for generating a shader program, comprising:
   an interface;
   an application program for working in conjunction with the interface to process a file; and
wherein the shader program is generated based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object.

34. A system for generating a shader program, comprising:
   means for selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   means for reading the file;
   means for processing the file; and
   means for generating the shader program based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object.

35. A computer program product for generating a shader program, comprising:
   computer code for selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   computer code for reading the file;
   computer code for processing the file; and
   computer code for generating the shader program based on the processing of the file to apply the graphics effect to an object.

36. A data structure stored in memory for generating a shader program, comprising:

   a file including:
   a textual descriptive object for identifying a graphics effect associated with the file, and
   a requirements object for identifying requirements for the shader program necessary to generate the shader program;

   wherein the shader program is capable of being generated based on the objects of the file.
37. A method for generating a shader program utilizing an application, comprising:
   selecting a file associated with a graphics effect;
   selecting a graphics application program interface;
   receiving implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms based on the selection;
   receiving parameters based on the implementation data; and
   deciding which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on the parameters;
   wherein the shader program is generated for use with the hardware graphics pipeline platforms.

38. The method as recited in claim 37, wherein the decision as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms is to be used is based on whether the parameters are capable of being supplied.

39. The method as recited in claim 37, wherein the decision as to which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms is to be used is based on whether the parameters are understood.

40. The method as recited in claim 37, and further comprising mapping attributes of an object to the parameters.

41. A method for generating a shader program utilizing an interface, comprising:
   generating implementation data representing a plurality of different hardware graphics pipeline platforms;
   generating parameters based on the implementation data; and
deciding which of the hardware graphics pipeline platforms to use based on the parameters;
wherein the shader program is generated for use with the hardware graphics pipeline platforms.

42. The method as recited in claim 41, wherein the implementation data is generated by determining whether the different hardware graphics pipeline platforms meet a plurality of requirements.

43. The method as recited in claim 42, wherein the implementation data is further generated by sorting the different hardware graphics pipeline platforms that meet the requirements.

44. A method for generating a shader program, comprising:
initializing an interface;
registering at least one of custom types and custom functions;
setting up a plurality of objects;
selecting one of the objects;
selecting one of a plurality of graphics effects;
selecting a render pass;

setting up the render pass by pointing to parameters;
drawing the object with the selected graphics effect;
Determining whether more render passes exist;
selecting another render pass if more render passes exist;
Determining whether more graphics effects exist;
selecting another graphics effect if more graphics effects exist;
Determining whether more objects exist; and
selecting another object if more objects exist.
45. A computer implemented method for determining whether a file is distributable, comprising:
   identifying a file stored in memory;
   determining whether the file is distributable; and
   indicating whether the file is distributable.

46. A data structure stored in memory for identifying a shader program, comprising:
   a file including:
   a textual descriptive object for identifying a graphics effect associated with the file, and
   a plurality of shader code segments capable of executing the graphics effect in a plurality of operating environments;
   wherein the shader code segments are organized in terms of the different operating environments.

47. A method for generating a shader program using a graphical user interface, comprising:
   displaying a plurality of graphics effects for allowing a user to select one graphics effect;
   displaying the selected graphics effect as applied to an object using a file;
   modifying the file based on user input;
   processing the file; and
   generating a shader program based on the processing of the file.
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